
Junior Technical Producer 
 

We are 
AXIOM Solid Solutions was founded early 2020 because of merging 4AV Technical Productions 
and 4Productions. By bundling our knowledge and activities, we increased our capacity to be the 
creative and driving force behind many large-scale projects. 

AXIOM is a vibrant, all-round production company. From providing small scale support and 
developing creative concepts to fully producing an event from A to Z – AXIOM does it all! We are a 
flexible organization, that has a creative and inventive way of working. 

 

You are 
As a Junior Technical Producer you are responsible for supporting our production team in the 
technical preparation and coordination of productions for our clients. 
 
In the preliminary phase you help with the preparation and management of budgets, requesting 
and checking quotations, the technical drawing of structures, stages, and technical facilities, and 
drawing up plans and scenarios. 
 

You perform part of the work on location, where you support our production team in the smooth 
realization of all plans by means of overall technical coordination for all disciplines involved. You 
are technical but also creative, you can divide your attention over varied projects, and you know 
how to perform under pressure. You work systematically and together with the team you know 
how to achieve the impossible. 
 

Job requirements 

 All-round knowledge of sound, light, video, rigging, power supply, stages, and decor 
 Several years of experience in the event industry 
 Affinity or interest in learning to work on 3D drawings 
 MBO work and thinking level 
 Independent 
 Initiative 
 Flexible 
 Accurate 
 Stress resistant 
 Good commercial, social and communication skills 
 Excellent control of the Dutch and English language in word and writing 
 In possession of driving license B 

We offer 

 An educational position with growth opportunities, variety, and room for own initiatives 
 Full-time (or part-time) contract (minimum 32 hours per week) 
 Good primary and secondary employment conditions in accordance with position, age, 

and experience 

 

Is this position right for you? Send your resume with motivation letter to: vacatures@axiom.nl 

 


